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Introduction
All microorganisms contain different classes of RNases 

that are involved in RNA degradation. RNA degradation is 
indispensable step(s) in the cellular and biological processes. 
Cellular RNA molecules must endure the specific cleavage 
reactions in order to accomplish their mature functional forms 
by ribonucleases (RNases). Microbial RNases are hydrolytic 
enzymes that help in degradation of phosphodiester bond 
of cellular RNA. Studies on RNases began when Walter Jones 
discovered a thermostable enzyme in the extracts of bovine 
pancreas that hydrolyzed transforming yeast RNA into soluble 
acid product without discharging of inorganic phosphate 
or pyrimidine and purine bases [1,2]. In 1924, nucleic acid 
degrading enzyme was found in commercial Takadiastase 
sourced from Aspergillus oryzae [3]. Both RNase and DNase 
activity were observed in 36 strain of hemolytic group of 
Streptococci RNase activity was also observed in actinomyctes 
culture and the presence of RNA-degrading enzymes was also 
seen in many other fungi. Ribonuclease T1 was first microbial 
RNase isolated from commercial enzyme mixture from A. oryaze 
[4] and other fungal species. Their substrate specificity revealed 
that presence of two cyclic RNases from Takadiastase which  

 
splited specifically phosphodiester bond of 3’-gaunylic acid in 
RNA and smaller component have specificity for phosphodiester 
bonds of 3’-adenylic acid [4]. The primary structure of RNase T1 
was determined and well characterized by X-ray crystallography, 
NMR spectroscopy and chemical modification. A guanalic acid-
specific RNase was known as RNase T1, and an adenylic acid- 
specific RNase was named as RNase T2 [4]. RNases with varying 
specificities have been reported from microbes, plants and 
animals [2]. 

Microbial RNase have ultimate capability to degrade cellular 
RNA into oligonucleotides and mononucleotides besides 
presenting many other biological activities like maturation 
and decay reactions, which exhibit diverse structures and 
mechanisms of action (Figure 1). Microbial RNases are 
heterogeneous group of enzymes which may be grouped broadly 
into two classes according to the approach in which they cleave 
the cellular RNA. Endoribonucleases cleave specifically the 
cellular RNA internal phosphodiesters, while exoribonucleases 
cleave RNA chains from the 3P or the 5P terminus creating 
mononucleotide products (Figure1 ) [5-7].
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Microbial ribonucleases (RNases) are small molecules which are highly cytotoxic in nature. They catalyze the degradation of cellular RNA into 
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Figure 1: A general mode of action of an RNase. 

Exoribonucleases and endoribonucleases are further divided 
into several sub-classes. The major type of exoribonuceases are 
PNPase, RNase II and oligoribonuclease for RNA degradation 
others such as RNase PH, RNase BN, RNase D and RNase T are 
mainly responsible for the 3’end maturation of RNA. Major 
microbial endoribonucleases have been classified into RNase 

I, RNase III, RNase P, RNase E, RNase HI, HII and HIII [5,7,8]. 
Interestingly, often microbial RNases are highly cytotoxic 
towards in vitro cultured malignant cells. Quite often RNases 
trigger apoptotic response due to this property, and they are 
thus also being considered as alternative chemotherapeutic 
drugs (Table 1).

Table 1: Potential application of microbial RNase against transformed/ cancer lines.

Microbial Source RNase Effect on Cell Lines Reference(s)

Bacillus

amyloliquefaciens

Bacillus

amyloliquefaciens

Cytotoxicity and toxic for mouse, murine fibroblast cell line (L929), 
epidermal carcinoma, breast carcinoma, hepatoma, glioblastoma 

in mouse
Prior [12]

Streptomyces

aureofaciens RNase Sa and variants
1) Human acute myeloid leukemia cells kasumi-1 and cytotoxicity 

by apoptosis-inducing effect

2) Human erythroleukemia cells K-562
Sevcik [45] Carroll [73]

Bacillus

intermedius Binase

1) Leukemic Kasumi-1 cells, human ovarian cancer cells (SKOV3 
and OVCAR5), normal ovarian epithelial cells.

2) Chicken embryo fibroblasts (normal or Rous sarcoma virus-
transformed) mouse fibroblasts or non-transformed NIH3T3 cells)

3) Human myelogenous leukemia cells R562, human peripheral 
blood lymphocytes, normal myeloid progenitor cells FDCP1, 
transgenic myeloid progenitor cells expressing  activated kit-

oncogene

Ilinskaya [27]

Mitkevich [30] Garipov 
[81]

Aspergillus

Fumigates
Asp-fI (allergen) Macrophage cells and helps to ribosomal RNA degradation and 

protein biosynthesis inhibition Madan [83]

Aspergillus

Giganteus
α-Sarcin

1) Specific cleavage of 28S rRNA, protein biosynthesis inhibition 
and apoptosis observed in human  rhabdomyosarcoma cells

2) Cytotoxic effect on human liver , KB, Detroit 6, human

heart, Maben and sarcoma 180

Olmo [46]

Olson [84]

Aspergillus

Restrictus

Restrictocin

immunoconjugates

Specific cleavage of 28S rRNA and protein biosynthesis inhibition 
by blocking the ribosome elongation cycle and low toxicity for 

BALB/c mice and human breast carcinoma MCF-7; human colon 
carcinoma HT-29; human ovarian carcinoma MeWo and OVCA-432.

Heisterkamp [82]
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In case of animal or human RNases, the enzyme loses its 
catalytic activity due to chemical modification to some extent. 
Cationic variants of bovine RNase A and human RNase 1 
generated by chemical modification of carboxyl groups exhibited 
no cytotoxicity if their catalytic activity was less than 0.01% 
of the non-modified enzyme [9]. Onconase ribonucleolytic 
activity is caspase-dependent apoptosis in target cells leads to 
damage of cytoplasmic t-RNA [10,11]. An RNase from Bacillus 
amyloliquefaciens known as ‘Barnase’ attached to the transport 
domain of Pseudomonas exotoxin-A for infiltration of malignant 
cells was observed to exert toxic effect(s) against several 
malignant cell lines in vitro [12]. Over a period of time the 
RNases have been found to be potential antitumor agents based 
on their existing cytotoxic activities in vitro and in vivo.

The idea of using RNases as antitumor agents came into 
sight in year 1955 when scientists found the RNA as key 
intermediate of protein synthesis of any cell [13]. By that 
time, initial experiments were performed by using pancreatic 
RNase because of its availability in purified and large amounts. 
The mammalian RNase demonstrated antitumor activity in 
vitro, in vivo and also in patients. However, outcomes of these 
experimental results could not be consistently reproduced, and 
researchers turned their attention to other sources of RNases. 
RNases from microbial sources seem promising as well. In year 
1965, an RNase isolated from the Aspergillus giganteus was 
named as α-Sarcin. α-Sarcin was found to be active/ cytotoxic 
against model sarcomas in rats [14].

 Unfortunately, clinical studies of microbial enzymes as 
well as some other RNases encountered serious difficulties 
due to low efficiency and toxicity and had to be discontinued. 
In 1980, the eurkaryotic RNase known as Onconase showed 
the antitumor activity and was observed to have cytotoxic and 
cytostatic effect [15]. Yet, final results of the Phase III trial 
were made public due to ethical issues and some drawbacks. 
In this article, we turn our attention to microbial RNases as an 
alternative biomolecules for novel anticancer therapy. Although 
the first paper demonstrating antitumor activity of bacterial 
nuclease from Serratia marcescens appeared in 1964, however 
the development of bacterial RNases into antitumor drugs for 
many years remained almost uncharted realm [16]. Meanwhile, 
the RNases are a large and diverse group of proteins unrelated 
to eukaryotic enzymes with a different cytotoxicity profile. 
In particular, among many bacterial RNases, the bacterial T1 
RNases which demonstrated killing-activity against malignant 
cells was preferred as its RNase activity could be enhanced by 
genetic manipulations and chemical modifications.

Microbial ribonucleases as strong contenders as 
anticancer agents

Microbial RNases are a large and diverse group of 
proteins unrelated to eukaryotic enzymes and with a different 
cytotoxicity profile. Although, first article that demonstrated the 
antitumor activity of microbial RNase from Serratia marcescens 

came into prominence about six decades ago [16], however the 
development of microbial RNases into antitumor drugs until 
now remained almost an unattended option [17]. The following 
section will emphasize the use of microbial RNases as alternative 
and novel anticancer therapeutic agents.

RNase T1: RNase T1 is type of an endonuclease which 
degrades phosphodiester bonds of cellular RNA between 
3’-guanylic residues and 5’-OH residues of adjoining nucleotides 
with the development of consequent intermediate 2’,3’- 
cyclic phosphates. RNase T1 has been iso¬lated mainly from 
Aspergillus and Penicillium species. RNase T1 has cytotoxic 
nature towards malignant cells without metal ions, and because 
of this character it is also known as Ribotoxin [18]. RNase T1 has 
been used to analyze RNA structure, mapping, RNA protection 
and removal of RNA form extracted DNA samples. RNase T1 from 
Aspergillus oryzae and RNases U1 from Ustilago sphaerogena 
were inactivated by RI [19,20]. RNase T1 shows toxic effects by 
targeting the conserved sequence known as Sarcin-ricin loop of 
larger rRNA and thus it leads to inhibition of protein biosynthe¬sis 
in the target cell followed by eventual cellular death by apoptosis. 
RNase T1 internalizes into cell-cytosol by Columbic interaction 
or Clathrin-independent protein. The Ribotoxin protein that 
targets cellular RNA eventually leads to cytotoxic effect towards 
the tumor cells. Ribotoxins preferentially kill the tumor cells by 
altered membrane permeability if no specific protein receptor 
has been present on the cell membrane, such as the cells infected 
with virus or transformed cells [15,18].

 RNase T1 is consisting of a small protein α + β dimer 
containing 104 amino acid residues with Cys2-Cys10 and Cys6-
Cys103 disulfide bonds help in folding and unfolding of RNase 
T1 [21]. RNase T1 specifically targets the guanine bases of 
cellular RNA for denaturing. Researchers have found that HVJ 
as vector can be targeted to tumour cells to make it to act as 
a unique anticancer drug. RNase T1 has been internalized by 
cells via a novel gene transfer reagent, hemagglutinating virus of 
Japan (HVJ) envelope vec¬tor into human tumor that resulted in 
the tumour cell death. Researchers observed that pre-treatment 
of HVJ envelope vector with protamine sulphate which leads 
RNase T1 showed tremendously improved cytotoxic activity. 
RNase T1 is in phase III human clinical trials as a non-mutagenic 
cancer chemotherapeutic agent [22]. Furthermore, internalized 
RNase T1 also induces the apoptotic cell death program in the 
tumour cells. However, previous studies have indicated that the 
RNase T1 cytotoxicity is unfortunately not specific to tumor cells 
but it could otherwise be overcome by HVJ envelope vector thus 
making the RNase a highly specific antitumor tool [23,24].

Binase: Binase, a low-molecular weight (12.2-kDa) protein 
containing 109 amino acids has been isolated from Bacillus 
intermedius. Binase is well studied in various aspects including 
its purification, sequencing, crystal structure to in vitro and 
in vivo antitumor activities [25,17]. Binase unit contains two 
molecules forming a homodimer, and one of the subunits can 
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bind the nucleotide in the 3′GMP-Binase complex in which the 
guanyl base is located in the recognition loop of the enzyme [26]. 
Binase revealed a broad spectrum and persuasive activity against 
malignant cells. In previous studies, it has been reported that 
Binase has antiproliferative and selective apoptosis-inducing 
activities against human myelogenic erythroleukemia K562 cells, 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells and human lung carcinoma 
A549 cells [27]. However, Binase-mediated antiproliferative and 
apoptotic effects were not detected in normal human peripheral 
blood. In transformed myeloid cells, apoptosis was induced by 
Binase but it however, didn’t induce the T-cell immune response 
[28]. Binase attacked artificially expressing activated c-Kit 
myeloid progenitor follicular dendritic cells (FDC) and chronic 
myelogenous leukemia K562 cells, but did not induce apoptosis 
in normal myeloid progenitor cells and leukocytes of healthy 
donors [28]. 

Extracellular cytotoxic ribonucleases (RNases) of bacterial 
origin, that trigger apoptosis/cytotoxicity in tumor cells, may 
have a great potential as anticancer drugs [17,29,30]. A Binase 
sourced from Bacillus pumilus was selectively cytotoxic towards 
lung carcinoma, leukemic and ovarian cancer cells. Interestingly, 
it was found that the cell sensitivity towards xenogeneic RNases 
is related to expression of oncogenes ras, kit and AML1 [31]. 
Binase selective apoptotic properties found towards malignant 
cells confirmed that it could be considered as an alternative 
antitumor chemotherapeutic drug [32,33]. The Binase is 
completely unrelated to any eukaryotic RNases, and hence it is 
not susceptible to omnipresent eukaryotic RNase inhibitors (RI). 
Binase possesses remarkable biological activities which exert 
positive mutagenic properties at high concentrations and at low 
concentration it stimulates the cell growth. The most fascinating 
feature of Binase is its antitumor activity but the specific 
mechanism(s) of antitumor activity remains unknown. These 
encouraging observations unveil the therapeutic potentials of 
bacterial RNases, especially Binase for the treatment of tumors 
mononuclear cells.

Barnase: Barnase is also a promising contender found 
as an anticancer therapeutic molecule which possesses 84% 
sequence homology with Binase and is also the closest natural 
homologue of Binase. Barnase was initially isolated from Bacillus 
amiloliquefaciens as an active proenzyme. It was processed 
by the removal of the amino-terminal signal peptide, and was 
secreted into the extracellular space. It showed promising results 
against target cancer cells. Importantly, it had low susceptibility 
against cytoplasmic ribonuclease inhibitor, was highly catalytic 
and stable [34]. Currently, chemical modification and genetic 
engineering targeting Barnase to enhance its productivity and 
activity is a hot topic. Barnase has no disulfide bonds and thus it 
does not require any post-translational modifications, divalent 
cations or other non-peptide components. Hence due to these 
favorable features, Barnase is active in any cell type in which it 
is expressed [35]. Barnase efficiently cleaves target RNA, and 
this property has been exploited in a wide variety of biological 
applications since introduction of this enzyme into cells causes 

cell death. Specific ablation of particular cells is feasible by 
directing Barnase gene expression via the use of cell-specific 
promoters. Alternatively, proteins that target Barnase to specific 
cells endow specificity to Barnase action [36-38]. 

Major problems in human pancreatic-type RNases is that 
these are sensitive to inhibition by cytoplasmic ribonuclease 
inhibitor (RI) found in every mammalian cell studied so far 
[39]. While examining the susceptibility of Barnase to RI, it was 
found that Barnase is fortunately insensitive to inhibition by 
RI. Cancer has specific marker HER2 antigen overexpressed in 
human neoplasma, and HER2 expression causes the ovarian and 
breast cancinomas. In a previous study, it was reported that two 
Barnase molecules fused with a single-chain variable fragment 
(scFv) of the humanized antibody 4D5, recognizes the domain of 
HER2 and produced scFv 4D5-diBarnase [38]. An immunoRNase 
(IR) was created that included two ribonucleases had specific 
cytotoxicity limited by the cell surface density of the HER2 
antigen. This configuration enabled the introduction of twice the 
ribonuclease activity into cells with just one HER2 receptor. The 
scFv 4D5-diBarnase was able to interact specifically with HER2-
positive human ovarian cells, be internalized into the cells, and 
exerted cytotoxicity.

RNase Sa: Another promising microbial T1 family belonging 
to Streptomyces has representative members such as RNases 
Sa (strain BMK), Sa2 (strain R8/26) and Sa3 (Streptomyces 
aureofaciens, strain CCM 3239) which structurally resembled 
with each other and have identical amino acids in 48 out of 96 
positions. Out of these three RNases, RNase Sa3 is potentially 
active and highly catalytic against cancer cells rather than RNase 
Sa2 and RNase Sa1 [40]. Although, RNase Sa3 tertiary structure 
is quite similar to RNase Sa2 but still RNase Sa3 is more cytotoxic 
towards malignant cells [41]. 

The cytotoxicity of RNase Sa3 depends on some structural 
elements and sequence motifs. The replacement of Asp and Glu 
residues with Lys on the surface of RNase Sa3 and variation in 
their charge form acidic to basic protein increases toxic effect 
against malignant cells. Due to reversing charges, it could 
generate sufficient cytotoxic effects in RNase Sa3 [40,42]. 
Cytotoxic activity of RNase Sa correlates with the change in its net 
charge from negative to positive. Site-directed mutation is one 
of approaches which allows the creation of charges on enzymes 
and there by produces toxic effect(s) with bare minimum side 
effects on the cells (30,43,44). At low concentration (IC50 μM), 
the RNase Sa3 has been shown to cause toxic effect towards 
human erythroleukemia K562 cells without being inhibited by 
the cytosolic RNase inhibitor. These malignant cell-selective 
characteristics revealed that RNase Sa3 could be used as a 
potential anticancer agent for treating leukemia [45].

α-Sarcin: The α-Sarcin is composed of 150-residues 
polypeptide toxin, while Mitogillin and Restrictocin are quite 
small (approximately 17 kDa) ribosome-inactivating proteins 
(RIPs) produced by the Aspergillus giganteus. α-Sarcin belongs 
to type 1 group of RIPs and are predominant members of the 
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fungal Ribotoxins that display 3-D structure. His50, Glu96 and 
His137 residues are responsible for α-Sarcin catalytic activity 
towards malignant cells [46,47]. These three fungal ribotoxin act 
on specific RNA to accomplish the cleavage of phosphodiester 
bonds in the universally conserved α-Sarcin domain of 28S 
rRNA and thus inhibit the protein synthesis [19]. The α-Sarcin 
interacts with lipid bilayer of malignant cell membrane and 
fuses with the cell leading to inhibition of protein synthesis and 
induction of apoptosis [47,48]. The α-Sarcin has been previously 
reported as a potent cytotoxin that promotes apoptosis in human 
rhabdomyosarcoma cells. Researcher found that at molecular 
level ribotoxin belongs to super family of RNases. 

Analysis of the Mitogillin gene and PCR-mediated site-specific 
mutagenesis suggested that positive domains in ribotoxin, which 
share homologies with motifs in ribosome-related proteins 
and liable to be targeting the ribotoxins to the ribosome. Due 
to this application, the ribotoxins are used as tools in research, 
therapeutics and as diagnostic agents [19,18,47]. The α-Sarcin 
is strongly cytotoxic against virus-infected mammalian cells or 
transformed cells without the use on any permeabilizing agent. 
The RNases differing from each other by peptides and proteins 
have also been isolated from several mushroom species. RNase 
form Pleurotus sajor-caju exerts anti-proliferative action on 
leukemia, hepatoma, and antimitogenic action on mouse spleen 
cells because of presence of ribosome-inactivating proteins. In 
past decade, H. marmoreus, Lyophyllum shimeiji, Calvatia caelata, 
F. velutipes and Pleurotus tuber-1 mushrooms have been used to 
extract ribosome-inactivating proteins [49,50].

Actibind and RNase T2: Actibind is a protein isolated 
from black mold Aspergillus niger which is a well-known 
microorganism used in bio- and food-industry. In previous 
finding, Actibind was found to control the cancer development 
by preventing the growth of malignant cells in mammalian cells 
[23,24]. RNase T2 was also found to bind actin in migrating 
cells in both animals and humans. RNase T2 enzyme prevents 
the blood supply to tumor cells while Actibind prevents the 
malignant cells to move through the blood stream to form 
new metastases [20,18]. The encouraging outcome was that 
the Actibind didn’t show any toxic effect on normal cells thus 
minimizing the possibility of side effects. In future, fungal 
Actibind and RNase T2 could be used as frontline therapies in 
the fight against cancers [19,18].

Ribonuclease P (RNase P): The RNase P is a type of 
endoribonuclease that targeting the t-RNA degradation at 5’end 
into smaller components and universally composed of both 
protein and RNA. RNase P enzyme occurs in all three domains 
of microbes i.e., bacteria, archaea and eukarya. Bacterial RNAse 
P differs from other two domains of microbes due to its protein 
composition and RNA structure. In vivo, bacterial RNase P has 
been associated with single protein [51]. RNAse P is a divalent 
cation-dependent endoribonuclease which acts as a riboenzyme 
and is encoded by protein subunit rnpA gene and RNA subunit 
rnpB [52]. 

RNase P functions to breakdown the precursor sequence of 
RNA on RNA molecules. The ongoing cancer therapy approaches 
have a major problem to differentiate between the cancer cells 
and the normal cells. This problem may be overcome by specific 
chimeric molecules, which are specific to the cancer cells, and 
thus efficiently act on the specific targets. RNase P has catalytic 
subunit M1 which catalyses the hydrolytic removal of 5´-leader 
sequence of t-RNA and also permits the direct gene targeting. 
M1 RNA subunit can be targeted to the mRNA by the addition 
of guide sequence at the 3´-terminal (M1-GS). M1 RNA becomes 
M1-GS which cleaves the mRNA and will thus halt formation 
of the fusion proteins, which are specific for the cancer cells 
[53,18]. 

Genetically engineered and chemical modified 
RNases: Microbial RNases have been conjugated or modified 
with a variety of molecules i.e. as ethylenediamine or 
polyethyleneimine to improve their cellular uptake and reduced 
affinity for RI. Microbial ribotoxin ‘Rrestrictocin’ bound to the 
antibodies resulted in an increase in the cytotoxicity of this 
construct for cancer cells while decreasing the systemic toxicity 
during coupling of RNase. Various conjugates of RNases and 
cell targeting moieties such as transferrin or antibodies against 
the transferrin receptor or CD22 have been constructed which 
in part dramatically increased the cytotoxicity of the RNases 
[54]. These modifications in RNase cause cellular uptake into 
cancer cells with Columbic interaction [55-57]. Although, 
scientists observed that the catalytic activity was decreased 
by cationization of the carboxyl groups modification which 
endowed the proteins with incredible cytotoxicity. Poly[N-(2-
hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide] molecules conjugate with 
BS-RNase or RNase A produced active variants for targeting 
malignant cells in a mouse model [58]. According to these 
observations, microbial RNase may yield more active variants 
against malignant cells without interacting with RI molecule in 
the cells [59].

Another finding observed by scientists was about the 
RI binding and the change of cytotoxic nature by producing 
mutants or mutation in base pair residues or change in structure 
of enzymes [40,60]. In some cases, the combination of catalytic 
active region and RI evasion, the active segment combines to 
produce new active molecule with more advantages forms of 
RNases known as chimers [59]. RNase1 and Onconase were 
used to produces chimers resulting in good catalyitic activity 
and RI evasion properties. These techniques we can produce 
active microbial RNases with effective and efficient anticancer 
outcomes [61].

Cytotoxicity Mechanisms of Microbial RNases towards 
Cancer Cells

How and why do microbial RNases and other RNases 
preferentially kill malignant cells? Malignant cells have been 
endorsed with numerous characteristics associated with 
cytotoxic pathway like selective sensitive RNA hydrolysis, 
intracellular routing and selective membrane recognition by 
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receptor or ligand. These few postulates help us to understand 
the RNases internalized pathways into malignant cells. Microbial 
RNases may selectively recognize and hence get internalized 
by malignant cells due to the molar ratio of ethanolamine 
phospholipids to choline phospholipids in the plasma membrane 
which appeared to increase after neoplastic transformation. 
This outcome results in an increase in the anionic content of 
the membrane that thus facilitates the adsorption of RNases. 
Another alternative explanation for the preferential selection 
of cancer cells could rely on a different intracellular route for 
internalization, only present in malignant cells but not in normal 
cells. Trans-Golgi network present only in malignant cells may 
leads to a precise organelle allowing the protein to translocate 
to the cytosol in case of BS-RNase [62]. 

According to this observation, the malignant cells might be 
more sensitive towards RNase internalization pathways than 
normal cells which eventually laeds to the toxic effects of RNA 
hydrolysis (Figure 2). It has been shown that the cells with 
inactivated tumour suppressor genes may activate proapoptotic 
pathways that cannot be accessed in normal cells [11]. A scheme 
of potential interactions of cytotoxic RNase with host cellular 
components. RNase binds on to the cell membrane by lipid rafts 
or receptor (specific or nonspecific interactions), enters into 
the cytosol by endocytosis and targets the cellular RNA causing 
degradation of RNA into nucleotides, which leads to alteration or 
blocking of the protein synthesis. Blockage of protein synthesis 
helps to activate the Caspases-driven cell death (apoptosis or 
necrosis). 

Figure 2:  A scheme of potential interactions of cytotoxic RNase with host cellular components.

RNase-induced cell death is a complex, tightly controlled 
and multistep process for which several pathways and possible 
mechanisms of different RNases have been suggested such as;

A. The cytotoxic effects of microbial RNase are associated 
with catalytic cleavage of cellular RNA including t-RNA, rRNA, 
mRNA and the non-coding RNA (microRNAs) to inhibit gene 
expression [15]. 

B. Non-catalytic electrostatic interaction of exogenous 
enzyme with cell components. 

C. Modulation of the membrane calcium-dependent 
potassium channels and ras-oncogene functions.

D. Neutralizing action of the cytosolic RNase inhibitor and 
the regulation of complicated pathways.

Before the internalization, extracellular RNase interacts 
with the surface of target cell by membrane lipids, ion channels, 
receptors and by non-specific electrostatic binding on the 
cell surface. Membrane proteins as well as lipids both are 

involved in interaction with RNase specifically. Cytotoxicity 
of microbial RNases has been observed due to their cationic 
nature. Mechanism of Binase internalization into transformed 
cells was based on the positive charge which allows it to bind 
anionic groups on the surface of tumor cells [40]. Malignant 
cells express more acid phospholipids on the outer surface of 
their membrane than their non-tumor surfaces, and therefore 
are more negatively charged [63]. Based on this argument, 
scientists demonstrated earlier that the cytotoxicity of RNase 
from Streptomyces aureofaciens (RNase Sa) is enhanced to a 
great extent by replacement of negative charges on the surface 
of the molecule by positively charged residues [44,64]. The 
cytotoxicity of RNase Sa was affected by charge reversal mutants 
that correlates with their positive charge, although the activity 
and stability were the same. Besides, RNase Sa2 and RNase Sa3 
are isoenzymes of S. aureofaciens which acquired higher positive 
charge than that of Sa (pI 5.3 and 7.2, correspondingly) and both 
RNases toxicity correlated with their charges [64]. 
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Some scientists demonstrated that chemical modification 
in charge molecules leads to increase in the positive charge on 
RNase and also cell-binding ability appeared to be enhanced by 
chemical modification. RNase A and RNase 1 have been observed 
to be more cytotoxic and cell-binding towards malignant cells 
because of increase in net positive charges [9]. In previous 
studies there has been an evidence for existence of non-protein 
receptor-like sites on target cell surface. The RNase enters 
into cells by adsorption- mediated endocytosis by sulfhydryl- 
disulfide of Globo H or lipid molecule interaction [65]. According 
to some authors, RNase A variant and HP-RNases are internalized 
in A4310r K562 cells by endocytosis fluid-phase uptake process 
[66,67]. 

A Look at The Microbial Ribonuclease-Receptor Interaction 
Mechanism 

RNases are known as RNA-hydrolyzing enzymes that exert 
numerous biological effects exogenously for degradation of 
cellular RNA apart from performing their main functions in 
the cell. Other RNase like as RNase A and RNase 1 bind with 
the surface of cancer cells due to acidic lipid raft, heparin 
sulphate and other glycans exposed on the cell surface(s) and 
non-malignant cells [68]. Because of unusual pattern of tumor-
associated carbohydrate antigen (TACAs) present uniquely in 
cancer cell surface may act as potential acceptors for exogenous 
RNases. These molecules create more anionic surfaces on 
malignant cells than a normal cell [68-70].

Secondly, Globo H is a neutral hexasaccharide glycosphingolipid 
located endogenously on the outer membrane of epithelial cells 
of mammary, uterine, gut, kidney and pancreas which acts as 
receptor/ ligand for RNase1 [68,71]. The Globo H, sialic acid 
and heparin sulphate play vital roles in the cellular uptake 
of RNase due to increasing anionic nature of cancerous cell 
surface. RNases cationic side-chain interacts with glycan or 
sialic acid or lipids of cancerous cell-surface with non-specific 
Columbic interactions. Globo H has been reported as a more 
specific ligand for RNAse 1 than RNase A. Hyaluronic acid (HA)-
RNase A is a nano-complex with cationic lipid molecules which 
inhibits the cancer proliferation. RNase A binds with HA due 
to supramolecular interaction with carrier lipidoids facilitates 
cancer cell targeting via interaction with over expressed CD44. 
HA-RNase A can specifically bind to the CD44 receptor through 
Columbic interactions leading to initiation of endocytosis 
pathways for cellular uptake of RNase [72]. These nano-
complexes are also used for drug delivery to the cancer cells. In 
previous studies, HA-RNase A was efficiently delivered to the 
CD44-overexpressing A549 cells which extensively inhibited 
cancer cells proliferation. This provided an efficient method of 
targeted cancer cell therapy [73].

 Virus T antigen (TAg) also known as an oncoprotein 
is exposed on the surface of MLE12 pneumocytes. TAg is 
covalently bound with RNA via a phosphodiester bond between 
5’-phosphate and the β-hydroxyl group of a serine residue, and 

this complex acts as a potent receptor for RNase [74]. The RNase 
degraded the RNA which was associated with TAg oncoprotein 
of transformed mouse cells into ribonucleoside phosphates. 
Binase binds with TAg oncoprotein, which is present in MLE12 
pneumocytes membrane as receptor and such binding causes 
hydrolyzes of TAg-associated RNA. In MLE12 pneumocytes, the 
Binase exerts a cytotoxic effect even without its internalization 
while Binase remained insensitive to non-transformed type II 
pneumocytes cell lines [72].

Internalization of RNase from Bilayer Membrane and 
Cytosol

After binding to target cell surface, the cytotoxic RNase is 
internalized by endocytosis. Cytotoxic RNases have been localized 
in endosome but in some RNases, the cytotoxicity is blocked by 
some energy-dependent process. Endocytic mechanism is still 
scarcely understood but other RNases like Onconase and RNase 
A follow Clathrin and Dynamin-independent pathways. RNases 
enzymes transferred faster and were more toxic to malignant 
and non-malignant cells by endocytosis process [75]. RNase 
transportation from extracellular surface of malignant cells to 
cytosol follows two different approaches for RNase-associated 
toxicity: 

A.  Drugs disrupt the intercellular transport of cytotoxicity 
of RNase and leads to intercellular trafficking may account 
for indirect consequences on cellular pathway in cancer cell 
lines [42,75].

B. Fluorescence label with specific marker for organelles 
to trace the intercellular route and approach implemented 
on Onconase and BS-RNase for tracking intercellular 
route in the target cells was reported. RNases evade the 
cell membrane via charge based molecule, non-protein 
receptor-dependent mechanisms or endocytosis or direct 
translocation. β-Amyloid proteins, Prions, Calcitonin and 
unchaperoned positively charged molecules are able to 
directly translocate the RNase to the cytoplasm or induce 
membrane damage and cell malfunction mediated by 
ion channel formation [40,76]. The α-Sarcin molecules 
translocate into the cytosol by artificial lipid vessels that 
involved internalization through acidic endosomes in in 
vivo experiment. Endocytosis-mediated acidic vessel is 
responsible for internalization of RNases form extracellular 
matrix to the cytoplasm. For α-Sarcin, the internalization 
mechanism appeared to be Clathrin-independent. While 
the cytotoxicity caused by Onconase and G88R RNase A is 
Dynamin-independent [47,75,76].

C. Cellular RNA Degradation By Microbial RNase In 
Cytosol: Microbial RNase are involved the degradation of the 
cellular RNAs, their transport from endosomes to the Golgi-
network and the endoplasmic reticulum [62]. RNases have 
been shown to harbour ribonuclease activity in cytosol by 
their chemical modification or addition of residues through 
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site-directed mutation(s) for greater stability of enzymes 
in cytosol environment. RI protein acts as a safeguard 
against exogenous RNase and is found in cytosol [75]. 
Microbial RNases have some residues which are sensitive 
to RI binding that prompts the blocking or inhibition of 
the ribonucleolytic activity of the RNase in the cytosol. The 
human cells RI protein is however, not sensitive to bacterial 
RNases. Onconase evades RI action in vivo causing intense 
cytotoxicity but RI molecules being partially silenced by BS-
RNase has been reported because their dimeric forms are 
maintained by non-covalent interactions in the reducing 
environment of cytosol which are probably not inhibited by 
RI [77]. 

RNase progression from the endosome compartment to the 
Golgi complex was found in tumour cells but not in the normal cells 
[75,78]. The cytotoxic activities of RNase 1 and α-Sacrin severely 
disrupted the retrograde transport from the Golgi complex to 
ER, Angiogenin and RNase 1 [75]. RNases once translocated to 
the cytosol from the pre-ER compartment degrade cellular RNA 
and nuclear RNA. The signal recognition particles, which target 
proteins to ER, contain RNA as a component of highly conserved 
RNA-protein core [40]. Hydrolysis of small non-RNA into micro-
RNA causes the alteration of gene expression and thus causes 
the killing of malignant cells. Binase enzyme interaction with 
ionic pathways might be involved in the cell proliferation control 
and appearance of cell phenotypes. These interaction of Binase 
with the ionic pathways may block Ca2+-activated K+ channels 
and thus inhibits the proliferation of ras-transformed fibroblasts 
without any effect on the normal cells, and in cells-transformed 
by src or fms oncogenes [ 40]. 

Thus, ras oncogene of expressing cells was more sensitive 
to Binase than the non-expressing cells. Likewise, Onconase 
exhibited cytotoxic activity towards ras-transformed mouse 
fibroblasts. These data suggested that ras-targeting RNases 
and ras proteins provide therapeutic possibilities for cancer 
therapy [79]. Degradation of cellular RNA by RNases arrests 
protein synthesis as well as induces apoptosis in the affected 
cells. In case of Onconase, there are two lines of evidences 
which triggered apoptosis i.e., cytotoxic and cytostatic effect 
[75]. Both effects of Onconase were observed apparently 
after 24-48 h of drug administration in the treated cells. 
Cylcoheximide or emetine was used for rapid inhibition of 
protein synthesis within 2-4 h of incubation period. The growth 
of human histocytic lymphoma U93784 and leukaemia HL6019 
cell lines was arrested by Onconase at G1/S checkpoint of 
the cellular cycle [80]. The degradation of RNA can trigger 
apoptotic pathways in malignant cells. They also observed 
that besides degrading t-RNA, micro-RNA or small interfering 
RNA produced from degraded RNA can play roles in specific 
cell regulation [15]. Above studies clearly illustrated that the 
enzyme-RNA interaction as well as other direct and mediated 
effects of cytotoxic RNases are important for understanding 
the mechanisms of RNase cytotoxicity towards malignant cells 

[19,76]. These information help the scientists to identify cellular 
targets of cytotoxic RNases as well as distinguishes between 
their direct and indirect effects of ribonucleolytic action. 
Caspase-dependent process, low molecular weight compounds, 
alteration in protein and NF-κB signal pathway are cell death 
mechanisms which involve in response to cytotoxic RNases. In a 
previously study, Onconase decreased the NF-κB1 transcription 
factor in pleural mesothelioma cells and restrained the canonical 
NF-κB dependent pathways. Binase-induced cell death reduced 
the mitochondrial potential and ligand-dependent apoptosis in 
Kasumi-1 and B-16 cells [32,80]. Mitochondrial was potential 
reduced by Binase via formation of mitochondrial pores which 
activated the caspase 8 for increased Ca2+ level and a decline in 
reactive oxygen species was observed. The tumor necrosis factor 
(TNF) present on B-16 cells surface increased the response to 
Binase but TNF increased such a response by a factor of 16 in 
Kasumi-1 cells [32]. 

In another study, the genes of canonical NF-κB dependent 
signal pathway and pro-inflammatory caspase 1 and 4 gene 
were activated by Binase. Binase showed the cytotoxic effect 
against cancers cell line by activating the TNF through caspase 8 
and NF-κB which further activated caspase 3, 4 and 7 leading to 
cell death [32,80]. Currently, we are still unclear which of these 
targets is more effective in triggering apoptotic process and thus 
more promising for potent cancer therapy. The unraveling of the 
underlying role of cytotoxic RNases to target the cellular RNA 
in cancer/ tumour cells by untraceable routes and pathways 
leading to cell death is still incomplete. In future, the RNases may 
prove to be promising alternatives to develop antitumour drugs 
with extended therapeutic applications [80-88]. 

Conclusion 
The killer strategy of microbial RNases has highlighted 

their extended use as antitumour drugs or therapeutic agents 
to eliminate the tumour cells. Microbial RNases follow binding 
of a main target, cellular RNA, selective intracellular routing 
and membrane specific recognition processes. The cytotoxic 
pathways of RNases serve as working platforms for the creation 
of new anticancer drugs in future. Now, when major biological 
activities of microbial RNases have been exposed, time has come 
to translate this knowledge into new therapeutic applications. 
Little technique, chemical modification in ligand/ receptor or 
mutation may lead to an increase in the cytotoxic properties 
of microbial RNase molecules. Such efficient RNases may 
selectively allow the cytotoxic pathway to work in the malignant 
cells. The chemical modification(s) of known RNases to enhance 
their resistance to intracellular inhibitors may yield more potent 
long-lasting RNases. The creation of new ribozyme-type highly 
specific RNases aimed to precise destruction of the products 
of oncogenes is another approach for anticancer therapeutics. 
Further development in RNase studies will be prerequisite for 
development of effective drug against cancer cells and anticancer 
therapeutics.
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